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The Client

The Challenge

The client is a leading global
manufacturer and marketer of
colors, flavors, and other specialty
ingredients. Specialized solutions
for food and beverages, as well as
products that serve the
pharmaceutical, nutraceutical,
cosmetic, and personal care
industries are developed using
advanced technologies and a robust
global supply chain. This publicly
traded company drives over $1.5
Billion in revenue.

The client grew organically and by
acquisition over a 130-year span,
resulting in a global portfolio of
businesses supported by 25 unique
JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
deployments housed in 3 instances
of 2 different versions of
EnterpriseOne. The complex
business and enterprise application
structure left the client in desperate
need to optimize processes, and
perform new implementation roll
outs.
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THE Solution
The client selected Corning Data to support the multiple standardization,
optimization, and upgrade projects they needed. Corning Data’s expertise
and adaptability were key factors to the selection. Corning Data was able to
provide a globe-trotting team to support business optimization projects and
JD Edwards configuration updates. Corning Data sometimes staffs
customer-managed projects and in other cases fully manages divisional
implementations for US and foreign locations.



By providing bespoke mentoring and support services for the client’s
internal business analysts, Corning Data proved to be more than just a
technical and functional JD Edwards implementation expert. Corning Data
provided design guidance in preparation for a technically complex series of
JD Edwards upgrades.

The Result
Corning Data has helped the company optimize its very complex JD
Edwards configuration and continues to be the go-to partner for ongoing
process improvement projects. 



“With our geographically and technically complex JD Edwards deployment, I
need support from a partner that not only understood how to design a
solution but that could get it implemented on a global scale. Corning Data is
my go-to partner for all of my strategic global optimization initiatives
because they get the job done.” 



–Corporate Director of Supply Chain
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JD Edwards Footprint
• Financials

• Procurement

• Inventory

• Sales Order

• Advanced Pricing

• Manufacturing

• Requirements Planning

Corning Data
Corning Data has provided professional technical services for 40 years. As
an original JD Edwards partner, Corning Data has the most experienced
team of JD Edwards consultants. Take advantage of our team’s expertise.
Book a Vision Tour for your ERP, flatten your IT budget with our Managed
Services offerings, or undergo a Digital Transformation with our DSI MEP
services.
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